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Long time behavior of relativistic ions incessantly accelerated
by an oblique shock wave

Shunsuke Usami and Yukiharu Ohsawaa)

Department of Physics, Nagoya University, Nagoya 464-8602, Japan

~Received 28 December 2001; accepted 29 January 2002!

Incessant acceleration of nonthermal fast ions by an oblique magnetosonic shock wave is studied
with hybrid simulations. First, magnetic and electric field profiles of an oblique shock wave are
obtained by means of a one-dimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic, particle simulation. Test
particle trajectories of fast ions are then calculated using these wave profiles. Some fast ions are
trapped by the shock wave owing to the relativistic effect that velocity is limited by the speed of
light while the momentum can grow indefinitely. In these simulations, some fast ions are found to
suffer energy jumps several tens of times; as a result, their final maximum Lorentz factors far
exceeded 100. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1464147#
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Particle simulations have shown that a magnetoso
shock wave can accelerate particles with several differ
nonstochastic mechanisms.1–12 ~For theories, see Refs. 13
15.! These mechanisms can work in a shock wave with la
nar structure. In a multi-ion-species plasma in which the
drogen is the major ion component as in space plasm
some of the hydrogen ions are accelerated via reflection
the electric potential;1–5 all the heavy ions by the transvers
electric field;6,7 and some electrons by the electric potent
and constant, cross-field electric field appearing in the w
frame.8,9

Furthermore, it was found that nonthermal, fast partic
can be accelerated to higher energies by a shock wave
another mechanism.10–12A shock wave propagating perpen
dicular to a magnetic fieldB can accelerate some of the fa
ions with the transverse electric field.10 ~We assume that the
shock wave propagates in thex direction with a speedvsh

and thatB points in thez direction. Thus, the transvers
electric field isEy . If vsh andBz are both positive,Ey in the
laboratory frame is also positive.! Particles barely entering
the shock region can go out to the upstream region agai
their velocities perpendicular to the magnetic field,v' , are
much higher than the shock propagation speedvsh. While
they are in the strong field region, i.e., in the shock region
strong magnetic and electric fields, they gain energy fromEy

because their velocities are nearly parallel toEy . The energy
gain due to this process increases with increasing par
energy. This process could repeat a few times. However,
particles eventually move to the downstream region.

In an oblique shock wave, which is assumed to pro
gate in thex direction in an external magnetic fieldB0

5B0(cosu,0,sinu) with 0,u,p/2, this acceleration
mechanism can operate several times;11 if the velocity paral-
lel to the magnetic field,v i , satisfies the relationv i cosu
;vsh ~v icosu is roughly equal to time-averagedvx of a par-
ticle!, then the particle can move with the shock wave fo
long period of time. While it is in the strong field region

a!Electronic mail: ohsawa@phys.nagoya-u.ac.jp
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perpendicular momentump' increases because ofEy . At the
same time,pi rises at the moment when the particle goes
or out of the shock region.11,16,17This is due to the fact tha
the direction ofB is changed as one moves from the u
stream to shock region;Bz grows whileBx0 is constant. At
the moment of the increase ofpi , therefore, the magnitude
of p is not changed andp' is decreased. Thus, in thes
processes,pi and hencepi cosu steadily grow. When
v i cosu exceeds the shock speedvsh as a result of these
effects, the particle goes away ahead of the shock wave,
the acceleration ceases.

However, it was pointed out in Ref. 11 that particles c
be trapped by the shock wave, if the shock speedvsh and
propagation angleu have the relation

vsh;c cosu. ~1!

That is, if Eq.~1! is satisfied, particles cannot easily esca
from the shock wave once they become to move with
shock wave. This is caused by the relativistic effect th
even thoughpi can increase indefinitely,v i is limited by the
speed of light. Thus, the time-averaged velocity in thex
direction (;v i cosu) cannot exceedc cosu. Hence, the par-
ticle cannot go ahead of the shock wave. Under these
cumstances, the acceleration process could repeat extre
many times. This mechanism could be important, for
stance, around a pulsar where large-amplitude magnetos
shock waves~or pulses! could be propagating with high
propagation speeds.

In Ref. 12, an attempt was made to examine this mec
nism with relativistic, electromagnetic, particle simulation
In an example in Ref. 12, a fast particle was accelerated n
times~the acceleration process continued until the end of
simulation!, and its Lorentz factor increased fromg52 to
g54.7. This simulation was terminated atvpet55000,
where vpe is the spatially averaged electron plasma f
quency. Because of the limitation of simulation time, ve
long-time behavior of particles could not be investigated.

In this Letter, we study if this mechanism works for
much longer period of time. It will be demonstrated by n
9 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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merical simulations that owing to this relativistic trappin
mechanism, some fast particles move with a shock wave
very long periods of time and suffer energy jumps seve
tens of times. Their Lorentz factors exceed 100.

Before showing simulation results, we analytically d
cuss briefly how the particle energy increases in this ac
eration mechanism. If a fast particle moves with an obliq
shock wave, the particle would experience one energy ju
in each cyclotron period, which will be shown later in Fig.
The time variation ofg resembles a staircase. The theor12

predicts that the magnitude of one energy jump is given

dg5
2qip1'Ey

mi
2c2V i1

sinS V i1~ tout2t in!

2g D , ~2!

whereqi is the charge,mi is the mass,V i1 is the nonrelativ-
istic ion cyclotron frequency,V i15qiB1 /(mic); the sub-
script 1 designates quantities in the strong field region. T
quantitiest in and tout represent times when the particle go
in and out of the shock region, respectively.

The fast particles barely entering the shock region sp
most of the time in the upstream region in each cyclot
period. Hence, their cyclotron periods are nearly given
2pg/V i0 , whereV i0 is the nonrelativistic ion cyclotron fre
quency in the upstream region. The cyclotron frequencyV i1

in the strong field region is related to the one in the upstre
region throughV i15(B1 /B0)V i0 . By dividing Eq. ~2! by
2pg/V i0 , therefore, we obtain a differential equation for t
time rate of change ofg of a particle accelerated many time
by one shock wave as

dg

dt
;

qiv1'Ey

pmic
2~B1 /B0!

sinS V i1~ tout2t in!

2g D . ~3!

This gives time dependence ofg averaged over the cyclotro
period. For a stationary wave with a propagation speedvsh,
the z component of Faraday’s law gives the relationEy

5(vsh/c)(Bz12Bz0). We thus have

dg

dt
;

g

p

vsh

c
V i0 , ~4!

whereg is a numerical factor smaller than unity,

g5
v1'

c S 12
Bz0

Bz1
D S 12

Bx0
2

2Bz1
2 D sinS V i1~ tout2t in!

2g D . ~5!

Here, we have expanded the term (Bz1
2 1Bx0

2 )21/2 assuming
that Bz1@Bx0 . The quantitiesv1' and (tout2t in) may vary
with time; (tout2t in) can have different values for differen
cyclotron periods. If the time dependence ofg averaged over
(tout2t in) is weak, roughly speaking,g linearly increases
with time as g;(g/p)(vsh/c)V i0t1g0 , where g0 is the
initial value of g.

Now we numerically study very long time behavior
accelerated particles. To do this, we follow test particle orb
in an oblique shock wave. For the field profiles and sho
propagation speed, however, we use the ones obtained fr
one-dimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic, particle sim
lation with full ion and electron dynamics. In so doing, w
are assuming that the abundance of very fast particle
Downloaded 18 Oct 2006 to 133.6.32.11. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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much smaller than that of bulk particles; hence, we would
able to neglect the effect of fast particles on wave evoluti

We know the solitary wave solutions for small-amplitud
waves.18–23 However, theoretical expression for larg
amplitude, collisionless shock waves has not been obta
yet. Since we need field profiles found in a self-consist
manner, we use shock waves observed in part
simulations.3,12,24

The plasma parameters in the calculations of test part
trajectories are thus the same as those in the correspon
particle simulation. The ion-to-electron mass ratio
mH /me550; and the electron skin depth isc/(vpeDg)54,
whereDg is the grid spacing. The frequency ratiouVe0u/vpe

is 1.5 in the upstream region; for these parameters,
Alfvén speed isvA /c50.20. The time stepDt is vpeDt
50.05. The angleu (tanu5Bz0 /Bx0) was taken to beu
561°. Numerical integration of the relativistic equation
motion was performed with Adams–Bashforth–Moulto
method.25

Figure 1 shows field profiles of a shock wave with
propagation speedvsh52.4vA , which is very close to
c cos 61°. The grid size of this particle simulation was 819
The number of simulation particles wasNe5576 000 for
electrons; as space plasmas, the code included helium as
as hydrogen with their mass density rationHemHe/(nHmH)
50.4. Then, we followed test particle trajectories in th

FIG. 1. Snapshots of field profiles in an oblique shock wave obtai
by a particle simulation. Electric and magnetic field profiles atvpet
51000 (VH0t530) are plotted. They are normalized toB0 .
icense or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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shock wave assuming it continues to propagate with stat
ary field profiles; the profiles atVH0t530 were used. Figure
2 shows the time variation of Lorentz factorg of an accel-
erated test particle. An expanded view of the early stag
also presented in the small panel. We observe thatg in-
creased stepwise 42 times fromg54.2 tog.160. At VH0t
51.13104, the particle escaped from the shock wave to
upstream region. The time intervals and magnitudes of
ergy jumps both grow with time. This is because the gy
period and gyroradius become longer asg goes up. Conse
quently, gyroaveragedg rises almost linearly with time, a
suggested earlier.

Figure 3 displays time variations of other physical qua
tities. The top panel shows thex position of the particle
relative to the shock wave,X5(x2vsht)/(c/vpe). Here,X
50 represents the position of the shock front. According
X is negative when the particle is in the shock region. F
VH0t,1.13104, the minima ofX are negative, indicating
that this particle moved with the shock wave for a very lo
period of time. The parallel momentumpi grows steadily,
while p' rapidly changes when it is in the shock region. It
interesting to note that the increase inpi occurs when the
particle goes out of the shock wave whereaspi slightly de-
creases when the particle goes in the shock wave. This
ference will be discussed in detail elsewhere. We also n
thatv i is limited byc. The average value ofv1' , i.e.,v' in
the shock region, isv1' /c50.2;0.3. The velocityvx oscil-
lates around the shock speedvsh, which is indicated by the
dashed line. From the observed average values ofv1' /c,
Bz0 /Bz1(50.3;0.5), and sin@Vi1(tout2t in)#/(2g)] (;0.7),
we find from Eq.~5! that g50.07– 0.13. On the other hand
from the average slope ofg in Fig. 2 for 1.43103,VH0t
,1.13104, we can estimateg in this case as;0.09, using
Eq. ~4!.

We show in Fig. 4 another curious example. Here,
increase ing stops atVH0t54.13103. After a short while,
however,g begins to rise again atVH0t55.33103. That is,
the particle once escaped from the shock wave to the

FIG. 2. Time variation ofg of a repeatedly accelerated fast ion.
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stream region. However, because of the small fluctuation
the fields that happen to be in front of the shock wave,v i of
the particle was slightly reduced.~Since the field profiles
were taken from the particle simulation, they include vario

FIG. 3. Time variations of the particle position, momentum, and veloc
Here, the momentum and velocity are normalized tomHc and c,
respectively.

FIG. 4. Time variation ofg. This particle is trapped again after once d
trapped.
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fluctuations.! The particle was therefore overtaken by t
shock wave. The acceleration thus began again. This m
be a rather rare example. It indicates, however, that the t
ping of particles is quite stable.

In summary, we have studied the incessant accelera
of fast ions by means of hybrid simulations. Electromagne
field profiles of an oblique shock wave were obtained with
one-dimensional, relativistic, electromagnetic, particle sim
lation with full ion and electron dynamics. Test particle tr
jectories in the shock wave are then calculated. It has b
found that some fast ions are trapped for extremely lo
periods of time by the shock wave. This is due to the re
tivistic effect that the particle speed is limited by the speed
light while the momentum can increase indefinitely. The
particles experience energy jumps many times. In the si
lations, their final Lorentz factors far exceeded 100.
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